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Association of complement 
C3 inhibitor pegcetacoplan 
with reduced photoreceptor 
degeneration beyond areas 
of geographic atrophy
Maximilian Pfau1,2,3, Steffen Schmitz‑Valckenberg1,2,4*, Ramiro Ribeiro5, Reza Safaei5, 
Alex McKeown5, Monika Fleckenstein2,4 & Frank G. Holz1,2

Preservation of photoreceptors beyond areas of retinal pigment epithelium atrophy is a critical 
treatment goal in eyes with geographic atrophy (GA) to prevent vision loss. Thus, we assessed the 
association of treatment with the complement C3 inhibitor pegcetacoplan with optical coherence 
tomography (OCT)‑based photoreceptor laminae thicknesses in this post hoc analysis of the FILLY 
trial (NCT02503332). Retinal layers in OCT were segmented using a deep‑learning‑based pipeline and 
extracted along evenly spaced contour‑lines surrounding areas of GA. The primary outcome measure 
was change from baseline in (standardized) outer nuclear layer (ONL) thickness at the 5.16°‑contour‑
line at month 12. Participants treated with pegcetacoplan monthly had a thicker ONL along the 5.16° 
contour‑line compared to the pooled sham arm (mean difference [95% CI] + 0.29 z‑score units [0.16, 
0.42], P < 0.001). The same was evident for eyes treated with pegcetacoplan every other month (+ 0.26 
z‑score units [0.13, 0.4], P < 0.001). Additionally, eyes treated with pegcetacoplan exhibited a thicker 
photoreceptor inner segment layer along the 5.16°‑contour‑line at month 12. These findings suggest 
that pegcetacoplan could slow GA progression and lead to reduced thinning of photoreceptor layers 
beyond the GA boundary. Future trials in earlier disease stages, i.e., intermediate AMD, aiming to slow 
photoreceptor degeneration warrant consideration.

Geographic atrophy (GA), the atrophic late-stage manifestation of age-related macular degeneration (AMD), 
is a leading cause of legal blindness in industrialized  countries1–3. To date, no treatment options—beyond low 
vision aids—are available.

Multiple lines of evidence imply that the complement system has a causal role in AMD pathogenesis. Variants 
such as complement factor H (CFH) Y402H were histopathologically shown to be associated with choriocapil-
laris inflammation and  degeneration4,5, and are an epidemiologically-established risk factor for AMD incidence 
and progression to late-stage  disease6–8. The complement system can be activated by three pathways (classical, 
alternative, and lectin), culminating in the cleavage of the central component,  C39. Downstream of C3 cleav-
age, C3 fragments exert a variety of effector functions and C5 initiates membrane attack complex  formation9. 
Assuming that the complement system also impacts GA progression rates (a so-far unproven hypothesis in the 
natural-history setting)10–12, multiple complement inhibitors are currently evaluated in clinical trials aiming to 
slow GA progression. These include pegcetacoplan (APL-2), which slowed GA progression in recent Phase 2 
and 3  trials13–15.

The defining lesions of GA are foci of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), photoreceptor, and choriocapillaris 
atrophy that progress and fuse over  time16. The area of these lesions is associated with a corresponding visual 
function  loss17,18, impairment of activities of daily  living19, and reduced quality of  life20,21. Thus, the total area of 
RPE-atrophy has served as the primary outcome measure in multiple trials.
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However, eyes with GA are also affected by photoreceptor degeneration beyond areas of RPE-atrophy. This 
photoreceptor degeneration is observable as localized thinning of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) in the so-called 
junctional zone (500 µm band surrounding GA)22,23. In addition, photoreceptor degeneration may be more wide-
spread, especially in association with subretinal drusenoid deposits (SDD, or reticular pseudodrusen)24–26. This 
more diffuse form of outer retinal degeneration can be quantified as an outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor 
inner segment (IS), and outer segment (OS) thinning in eyes with intermediate  AMD26–28, and  GA23,29–31. Impor-
tantly, thinning at the level of the ONL is an established surrogate of impaired light  sensitivity26–28,32. A recent 
analysis showed that treatment with pegcetacoplan is associated with less thinning between the inner boundary 
of the ellipsoid zone and the outer boundary of band three. However, data on the ONL and differential data for 
the IS and OS layers are lacking to  date33.

Thus, we aimed to assess the association of pegcetacoplan treatment with the change individual photoreceptor 
laminae thicknesses in patients with GA secondary to AMD. The presented analysis using data from the FILLY 
phase 2 trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02503332) fully accounts for the normal spatial variation in 
photoreceptor laminae thicknesses aiming to evaluate photoreceptor degeneration independent of the changes 
related to mere differences in RPE-atrophy progression rates.

Results
Cohort. Forty-nine of the 246 clinical trial participants were excluded since they underwent spectral-domain 
optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) imaging using a Cirrus device (Supplementary Figure S1).

A total of 197 participants were imaged with a Heidelberg Spectralis OCT device, of whom 192 had follow-
up imaging data available and met the prespecified modified intention-to-treat (mITT) criteria for analysis (i.e., 
97.5% of the participants imaged with a Heidelberg Spectralis OCT device, and 78% of all randomized partici-
pants). The participants (female: 122 [63.5%]; male: 70 [36.5%]) had a mean age of 79.4 years (SD: 7.53; range: 
60.0–97.0) at baseline with a mean (autofluorescence based) sqrt-transformed area of fundus autofluorescence 
(FAF)-based RPE-atrophy of 2.80 mm (SD: 0.72; range: 1.59, 4.16). The three study arms had no distinct differ-
ences (Table 1).

Participants enrolled at clinical sites using the Cirrus device, which could not be included in this analysis, 
were well-aligned with the included participants from sites using the Spectralis device (Supplementary Table S1).

Segmentation accuracy. To assess the accuracy of the segmentation pipeline, we compared our SD-OCT-
derived measurement of the area of RPE-atrophy (cf., Fig. 1) with the previously reported FAF-based meas-
urement of RPE-atrophy. For the subset of study eyes with measurable RPE-atrophy (i.e., RPE-atrophy within 
the SD-OCT image frame), there was no relevant difference (systematic bias) between the original FAF-based 
measurements and the SD-OCT derived data (bias estimate [95% CI] of 0.02 mm [0.00; 0.05]. P = 0.020, Sup-
plementary Figure S2).

SD‑OCT‑based trial outcome. The primary outcome measure for the SD-OCT-based assessment mir-
rored the previous FAF-based report. Specifically, for the subset of study eyes with GA within the image frame 
(n = 135), the square-root transformed atrophy progression was slower by 25% in eyes treated with pegcetaco-
plan monthly (sham − pegcetacoplan monthly estimate: + 0.076 mm/y, SE: 0.038, P = 0.0473), and in eyes treated 
with pegcetacoplan every other month (EOM) 22.2% (sham pooled − pegcetacoplan EOM estimate: + 0.068 
mm/y, SE: 0.04, P = 0.09).

Table 1.  Cohort characteristics for the included participants (modified intention-to-treat [mITT] with 
Spectralis imaging). Retinal pigment epithelium, RPE; SQRT, square-root. *Between-group differences in 
continuous variables (age and sqrt. area of atrophy) were evaluated with an ANOVA, and Fisher’s exact test was 
applied for categorical data (sex and laterality).

Sham pooled
(N = 64)

APL-2 monthly
(N = 67)

APL-2 EOM
(N = 61) P-value for the between group difference*

Age in years

Mean (SD) 78.0 (7.62) 80.1 (7.44) 80.3 (7.43)
0.16

Median [Min, Max] 78.0 [60.0, 96.0] 81.0 [63.0, 95.0] 80.0 [60.0, 97.0]

Sex

F 38 (59.4%) 44 (65.7%) 40 (65.6%)
0.71

M 26 (40.6%) 23 (34.3%) 21 (34.4%)

Laterality

L 31 (48.4%) 27 (40.3%) 20 (32.8%)
0.21

R 33 (51.6%) 40 (59.7%) 41 (67.2%)

Study eye SQRT-transformed area of RPE-atrophy in mm

Mean (SD) 2.78 (0.725) 2.75 (0.663) 2.88 (0.772)
0.60

Median [Min, Max] 2.65 [1.60, 4.07] 2.74 [1.59, 4.16] 3.00 [1.59, 4.12]
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Photoreceptor layer thickness outside of GA. At baseline, all three arms (sham pooled, pegcetacoplan 
monthly, and pegcetacoplan EOM) exhibited similar degrees of photoreceptor thinning. Specifically, the ONL 
was thinned in the immediate junctional zone, with a steep gradient between 0° and 2° [approx. 0–582 µm] from 
the boundary of RPE-atrophy and a less steep gradient at more eccentric locations (Fig. 2). Similarly, marked IS 
and OS thinning was evident outside of RPE-atrophy across all groups at baseline (Supplementary Figure S3).

Change in photoreceptor layer thickness over time. At month 12, eyes treated with pegcetaco-
plan exhibited a reduced degree of progressive thinning at the level of the ONL along their new junctional 
zone compared to eyes in the sham arm. Specifically, the ONL along the 5.16° contour-line was markedly 
thicker compared to sham in the pegcetacoplan monthly group (contrast estimate [95% CI] for pegcetacoplan 
monthly − sham: + 0.29 z-score units [0.16, 0.42], P < 0.001) and in the pegcetacoplan EOM group (pegcetaco-
plan EOM − sham: + 0.26 z-score units [0.13, 0.4], P < 0.001).

Likewise, the retina at the level of the IS layer was also thicker in both treatment arms compared to sham at 
month 12 along the 5.16° contour-line (pegcetacoplan monthly − sham: + 0.42 z-score units [0.21, 0.62], P < 0.001; 
pegcetacoplan EOM sham: + 0.34 z-score units [0.12, 0.55], P < 0.001). The same was observed for the 2.58° 
contour-line (Table 2, Supplementary Figure S4).

At the level of the OS layer, the results were overall indistinct (Table 2). The OS layer differed at month 12 
only along the 2.58° contour-line markedly in thickness in the pegcetacoplan EOM group compared to sham 
(pegcetacoplan EOM − sham: + 0.52 z-score units [0.21, 0.83], P < 0.001).

Analysis of the change over time (Fig. 3), revealed for the ONL and IS less thinning at the level of the pho-
toreceptors with increasing duration of treatment (i.e., estimate at month 12 and 6 > month 2) and with more 
frequent dosing (estimates for pegcetacoplan monthly > pegcetacoplan EOM). Notably, these differences were 
evident through month 18. The PP analysis (Supplementary Table S2, Supplementary Figure S5) and the PP 
analysis excluding all visits from eyes with exudation at any time point (Supplementary Table S3, Supplementary 
Figure S6) confirmed these results with even larger coefficients.

Association of pegcetacoplan with fellow eye photoreceptor thickness. Fellow eye data (eyes 
without macular neovascularization and a baseline RPE-atrophy area ≥ 2.5   mm2) were available for 112 partici-
pants (eligible fellow eyes per arm: sham N = 41, pegcetacoplan monthly N = 33, pegcetacoplan EOM N = 38). 

Figure 1.  Image segmentation approach. As shown in the first panel, all spectral-domain optical coherence 
tomography (SD-OCT) data were segmented using a convolutional neural network (CNN, Deeplabv3 
model with a ResNet-50 backbone). Subsequently (second panel), these data were standardized (z-scores) to 
account for normal thickness variation due to age and retinal topography. Last (third panel), the retinal layers’ 
thicknesses were extracted along evenly spaced contour-lines surrounding the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) 
atrophy area. The yellow line denotes the boundary of RPE atrophy. The three purple lines represent the 0.43°, 
2.58°, and 5.16° contour-lines. spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT), convolutional neural 
network (CNN), retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor inner segments 
(IS), photoreceptor outer segments (OS), retinal pigment epithelium-drusen complex (RPEDC).
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Applying the same contour-line-based analysis in these eyes yielded similar results concerning baseline thinning 
of the ONL, IS, and OS in the junctional zone. However, there were no longitudinal changes in the fellow eyes of 
all three arms (Supplementary Table S4, Supplementary Figure S7).

Discussion
This study analyzed the impact of the C3 inhibitor pegcetacoplan on photoreceptor degeneration outside of RPE-
atrophy using data from the randomized FILLY phase-2 trial. Specifically, we demonstrated that eyes treated 
with pegcetacoplan exhibit a reduced degree of thinning at the level of photoreceptors outside of RPE-atrophy 
at the end of the study compared to eyes in the sham arm.

The area of RPE-atrophy has been established as the primary structural endpoint to quantify disease pro-
gression in eyes with  GA2. For this purpose, RPE-atrophy is well suited since it represents the boundary of 
deep scotomata in eyes with GA as shown by fundus-controlled perimetry  studies17,34, is prognostic for reading 
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Figure 2.  Change in thickness at the level of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) over time. The plots show the 
average thickness at the level of the outer nuclear layer (ONL, y-axis) and the standard error of the mean (SEM, 
ribbons) with the distance to the boundary of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) atrophy (x-axis). The panels 
indicate the visit, and the color indicates the treatment arm. The vertical dashed lines denote the 0.43°, 2.58°, 
and 5.16° contour-lines that were considered for the linear mixed model analyses. Please note that the baseline 
junctional-zone ONL thickness differed slightly among the groups. The actual contrasts (i.e., change-over-time 
from baseline) are shown in Fig. 3. The data were derived from the modified intention-to-treat (mITT) analysis 
 (Nparticipants = 192). Outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor inner segments (IS), photoreceptor outer segments 
(OS), modified intention-to-treat (mITT).

Table 2.  Study eye differences in thickness at the level of photoreceptor layers (in z-score units) at three 
contour-lines at month 12 (modified intention-to-treat [mITT] analysis). *P-values were obtained using 
Kenward-Roger approximation to estimate the denominator degrees of freedom. P-values were adjusted within 
each model (i.e., combination of layer and contour-line) using the Tukey method for comparing a family of 3 
estimates.

Layer Contrast

0.43° 2.58° 5.16°

Estimate 95% CI P-value* Estimate 95% CI P-value* Estimate 95% CI P-value*

ONL (APL-2 Monthly)-Sham pooled 0.1 [− 0.03, 0.24] 0.16 0.26 [0.14, 0.38]  < 0.001 0.29 [0.16, 0.42]  < 0.001

ONL (APL-2 EOM)-Sham pooled 0.12 [− 0.01, 0.26] 0.09 0.16 [0.04, 0.29] 0.006 0.26 [0.13, 0.4]  < 0.001

ONL (APL-2 Monthly)-(APL-2 EOM)  − 0.02 [− 0.15, 0.12] 0.95 0.09 [− 0.03, 0.22] 0.17 0.02 [− 0.11, 0.16] 0.92

IS (APL-2 Monthly)-Sham pooled 0.68 [0.09, 1.28] 0.02 0.48 [0.21, 0.75]  < 0.001 0.42 [0.21, 0.62]  < 0.001

IS (APL-2 EOM)-Sham pooled 1.09 [0.48, 1.71]  < 0.001 0.4 [0.12, 0.68] 0.002 0.34 [0.12, 0.55]  < 0.001

IS (APL-2 Monthly)-(APL-2 EOM)  − 0.41 [− 1.02, 0.2] 0.26 0.08 [− 0.2, 0.36] 0.78 0.08 [− 0.13, 0.29] 0.64

OS (APL-2 Monthly)-Sham pooled  − 0.09 [− 0.38, 0.19] 0.72 0.18 [− 0.12, 0.48] 0.33 0.29 [− 0.01, 0.58] 0.06

OS (APL-2 EOM)-Sham pooled 0.05 [− 0.24, 0.35] 0.9 0.52 [0.21, 0.83]  < 0.001 0.3 [− 0.01, 0.6] 0.06

OS (APL-2 Monthly)-(APL-2 EOM)  − 0.15 [− 0.44, 0.14] 0.45  − 0.34 [− 0.64, − 0.03] 0.03  − 0.01 [− 0.31, 0.3] 1
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 ability35–37, as for quality of  life20,35. While early studies typically used fundus photography for the quantification 
of the area of RPE-atrophy38, FAF-based quantification using semiautomated software such as the RegionFinder 
software (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany) is currently the gold standard used in large-scale clinical  trials39–41 
More recently, GA quantification with other semi and fully automated approaches for FAF or OCT data has been 
 proposed42–45. However, the area of RPE-atrophy depicts only partially the severity of AMD in a patient with GA.

In the setting of intermediate AMD and GA, it is now established that photoreceptors—especially in associa-
tion with SDD—show degenerative changes over time in a macula-wide  manner24,26,29,30,46. Importantly, histo-
pathologic data are congruent with photoreceptor degeneration distant to the boundary of RPE-atrophy23, and 
suggest that rod photoreceptor degeneration precedes cone degeneration in  AMD47,48. Therefore, treatment of 
the non-exudative component of AMD should ideally address not only RPE-atrophy but also photoreceptor 
degeneration in the broader sense. Thus, we have analyzed the association of pegcetacoplan with photoreceptor 
degeneration outside of RPE-atrophy.

Interestingly, the analyses for all three photoreceptor laminae demonstrated that pegcetacoplan was associ-
ated with less thinning at the level of photoreceptors outside areas of RPE-atrophy. Considering Bradford Hill’s 
criteria for  causation49, the here observed associations may be causal. First and foremost, the association strength 
is substantial, follows a plausible temporal sequence (estimate increases over time), and shows a biological gra-
dient (dose–response relationship with a more substantial impact for eyes treated monthly instead of EOM). 
Moreover, the association is specific, as evidenced by the absence of an association in the fellow eyes. Since 
photoreceptor thinning correlates closely to impaired light  sensitivity26,28,50–52, it is possible that the observed 
changes are functionally beneficial.

Regarding the mechanism of action, pegcetacoplan is a known inhibitor of C3 and C3b. C3 transcription and 
expression have been evidenced in the retina (microglia/macrophages) but not in the RPE/choroid53,54. Further, 
intravitreal C3 inhibition (using small interfering RNA) reduced ONL thinning and electroretinogram-based 
function loss in a rat model of photo-oxidative  damage53. In conjunction, these data are compatible with the 
observed treatment effects. But GA progression rates were reported to be independent of complement risk vari-
ants in natural-history  studies10–12. Thus, complement-unrelated mechanisms of action cannot be ruled out at 
this point.
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Figure 3.  Change in thickness at the level of the photoreceptor layers along the 5.16° contour-line over time, 
modified intention-to-treat (mITT) analysis. The plots show the least-squares (adjusted) means from the linear 
mixed model analysis for the change in thickness at the level of the outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor 
inner segments (IS), and photoreceptor outer segments (OS) along the 5.16° contour-line as a function of the 
visit (x-axis) and treatment arm (colors). The vertical lines denote the 95% confidence intervals. Eyes treated 
with pegcetacoplan (APL-2) monthly tended to show a reduced degree of photoreceptor laminae thinning 
over time. Participants were treated between baseline and month 12. The data were derived from the modified 
intention-to-treat (mITT) analysis  (Nparticipants = 192). Outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor inner segments 
(IS), photoreceptor outer segments (OS), modified intention-to-treat (mITT).
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Interestingly, differences at the level of photoreceptors persisted between month 12 and month 18 (Fig. 3), 
despite termination of treatment at month 12, suggesting treatment benefits might last with some interval 
extension.

Future trials investigating individualized intervals warrant consideration. Overall, the results shown here 
align with the previous analysis by Sophie Riedl and  coworkers33. Through differential analysis of all three 
photoreceptor laminae, our data suggests that their observed effect (based on a combined IS + OS layer defini-
tion) is predominantly attributable to changes at the IS level. Importantly, our analysis fully accounted for the 
spatial variation in photoreceptor laminae thickness through standardization. Thus, our results attest that the 
preservation of photoreceptor laminae thickness in the junctional zone can not be attributed to an overall less 
eccentric junctional zone in treated eyes at month 12 due to the slower RPE-atrophy progression. Instead, the 
observation presents a genuine reduced degree of photoreceptor thinning independent of the underlying RPE-
atrophy progression.

As a related concept, Wu and coworkers have proposed ‘nascent GA’, a combination of OCT imaging signs 
preceding RPE-atrophy, as an endpoint applicable to evaluate retinal degeneration in eyes with intermediate 
 AMD55, and demonstrated its prognostic  value56. This concept was more recently incorporated by the Classifica-
tion of Atrophy Meeting (CAM) consortium as a part of incomplete RPE and outer retinal atrophy (iRORA)57,58. 
Besides incident iRORA (or nGA) as an endpoint, the rate of iRORA to RPE-atrophy transition distant to the 
junctional zone has been proposed as an  endpoint59. In another post-hoc study of the FILLY trial, a reduced 
iRORA to RPE-atrophy transition rate in eyes treated with pegcetacoplan was  reported60. Further studies are 
warranted to examine whether the observed reduced thinning at the level of the ONL along contour-lines reflects 
the sum of decreased focal thinning  primarily60, or reduced thinning in a ‘macula-wide’ manner.

Limitations. This analysis was a post-hoc study. Accordingly, the results must be considered hypothesis-
generating rather than confirming.

The approach of using ‘traveling’ contour-lines (after standardization of the thickness data) entails assump-
tions. This includes the absence of spatial patterns of (marked) photoreceptor degeneration unrelated to the 
junctional zone. The relative stability (or trend toward slight thinning) of the junctional zone photoreceptor 
thicknesses over time in the here presented fellow eye data and previous natural-history data implies that these 
assumptions are  met29.

Notably, functional evidence will be needed to demonstrate genuine photoreceptor protection with absolute 
certainty (instead of the unlikely case of subtle thickening due to other causes)61. There is no evidence that the 
here observed findings are a result of ‘pre- or subclinical exudation’, given that the analysis excluding all visits 
from eyes that developed exudation at any time point showed consistent results (Supplementary Table S3, Sup-
plementary Figure S6).

It is unclear why IS thickness showed the most distinct change in treated eyes. Histopathologic data would 
suggest that both IS and OS thickness are suitable biomarkers for photoreceptor integrity. In contrast, ONL thick-
ness is partially confounded by  HFL23. Ultrahigh-resolution OCT technology would most likely provide more 
precise estimates of change-over-time in IS and OS thickness given the greater axial  resolution62. Last, analysis 
of photoreceptor degeneration outside of RPE-atrophy in the larger phase 3 trials investigating the same drug is 
warranted (i.e., DERBY, OAKS) and across investigational drugs (including among other avacincaptad  pegol63, 
IONIS-FB-LRx64,  FHTR216365).

Conclusion
In summary, this post-hoc analysis of the FILLY trial showed that treatment with pegcetacoplan was associated 
with less outer retinal thinning over time in a dose-dependent manner. Specifically, eyes treated with monthly 
pegcetacoplan (compared to controls) exhibited at month 12 relatively more intact tissue at the level of the ONL, 
IS, and OS laminae outside of the RPE-atrophy junctional zone. These results may support a therapeutic effect 
of pegcetacoplan on photoreceptors in eyes with GA.

Methods
Clinical trial data. This post-hoc analysis was conducted between August 2021 and February 2022 and 
based on data acquired previously in the FILLY trial and is reported with adherence to the CONSORT standard. 
The protocol has been described previously (study start date: September 24, 2015, primary completion date: July 
14, 2017)14. Ethics approval was obtained from all necessary boards (United States [New England Institutional 
Review Board, University of Miami, Mayo Clinic, Institutional Review Board of the Cleveland Clinic Founda-
tion, Duke University Health System Institutional Review Board, and Research Compliance Office, Stanford 
University], Australia [Bellberry Ltd], and New Zealand [Northern A Health and Disability Ethics Committee, 
Health and Disability Ethics Committees, and Ministry of Health])14. Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants, and participants did not receive a  stipend14. The trial was performed in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki. Sex was self-reported.

FILLY was a multicenter, randomized, single-masked, sham-controlled study to assess the safety of pegceta-
coplan in patients with GA secondary to AMD. Study participants had to have a total GA area ≥ 2.5  mm2 (with 
one focus of GA ≥ 1.25  mm2 in eyes with multifocal GA) and ≤ 17.5  mm2 as assessed by fundus autofluorescence 
imaging. A total of 246 participants were included and randomized in a 2:2:1:1 manner to pegcetacoplan monthly, 
pegcetacoplan every other month (EOM), sham monthly, or sham  EOM14.

Study participants in the monthly group received pegcetacoplan (or sham) injections and study procedures 
monthly until month 12. Participants in the EOM groups received pegcetacoplan (or sham) injections every two 
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months until month 12. In addition, all participants were imaged at a month 15 and month 18 follow-up visit (3 
and 6 months after the last injection, respectively)14.

Imaging data. Besides fundus autofluorescence (FAF) imaging, participants underwent (among other 
imaging modalities) SD-OCT imaging, either with a Spectralis device (20° × 20°, 49 B-scans, N = 197 partici-
pants, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) or with a Cirrus device (N = 49 participants, Carl Zeiss 
Meditec, Jena, Germany). The first group (i.e., participants imaged with a Spectralis device) was included in 
this analysis (Supplementary Figure S1). Data from five participants were excluded due to lack of follow-up or 
deviation from the SD-OCT protocol. Data acquired with the Cirrus device were excluded due to the lower axial 
resolution.

Prespecified study population and pooling of the sham arms. In analogy to the prespecified analy-
sis of the primary  endpoint14, the modified intention-to-treat (mITT) population included all participants with 
at least one injection and at least one follow-up examination at month 2 (or later) at which efficacy data were 
collected. The per-protocol (PP) population included all participants from the mITT population that did receive 
no less than 75% of their expected injections before month 12 (i.e., no less than nine [monthly group] or four 
injections [EOM group]) and the participants that did not receive the incorrect medication throughout the 
study. We also report the results for the PP population, excluding all visits from eyes that developed exudation at 
any time point. Both sham arms were pooled for the  analyses14.

Image data segmentation and standardization. A previously validated convolutional neural network 
(CNN)29 was applied to segment the retinal layers (cf., Supplementary Methods for layer definitions and seg-
mentation methods). For the primary analyses, we compared photoreceptor laminae distances at fixed distances 
to the boundary of GA across time. Since these contour-lines ‘traveled’ with GA progression, all OCT thickness 
data were standardized to account for the normal topographic difference in photoreceptor laminae thickness 
and the effect of age. Specifically, we subtracted for each A-scan in the en-face maps the age-adjusted normal 
value of a given layer thickness and divided that value by the normal location-specific standard deviation (i.e., 
transformation to z-score units). This process has been described previously in  detail29.

Feature extraction. The mean thickness values for the three photoreceptor laminae (ONL, IS, OS) were 
extracted along evenly spaced contour-lines around the lesions of GA (width: 0.43° [126 µm in an emmetropic 
eye])29. The statistical analyses were performed for three representative contour-lines (distances to the GA 
boundary: 0.43°, 2.58°, and 5.16° [126 µm, 751 µm, and 1502 µm in an emmetropic eye]). These evenly spaced 
contour-lines were derived through dilation of the initial segmentation of GA. Outer contour-lines could be dis-
continuous due to the image-frame. Notably, the contour-lines were defined on the current (i.e., same visit date) 
position of the GA boundary for all visits. This means that the counter-lines ‘traveled’ as the lesions expanded. 
The generated data are thus independent of the underlying rate of RPE-atrophy progression (i.e., not a mere 
representation of the slowed rate of GA progression with treatment). In the absence of treatment effects, there 
should be a slight thinning of photoreceptor laminae over time due to a subtle, ‘macula-wide’ component of 
photoreceptor  degeneration29.

Statistical analyses. The analyses were performed in the software environment R (version 4.1.0)66, using 
the add on libraries dplyr (version 1.0.7)67, ggplot2 (version 3.3.5)68, lme4 (1.1–27.1)69, and emmeans (version 
1.6.2-1)70.

The primary outcome measure was the between-group difference in change from baseline of the ONL thick-
ness along the 5.16° contour-line at month 12. This distance was elected as the primary outcome measure to be 
genuinely independent of the junctional-zone component of GA. We also examined two additional contour-lines 
(0.43°, 2.58°, besides 5.16°), and fitted for each photoreceptor layer (ONL, IS, OS), a linear mixed model (LMM) 
based on the observed data (i.e., no imputation). The dependent variable was the change in layer thickness 
(z-score) from baseline, and the independent variables (fixed effects) were the treatment arm (pegcetacoplan 
monthly, pegcetacoplan EOM, and pooled sham), baseline layer thickness, visit (month 2, 6, 12, 18), and the 
treatment arms by visit interaction. The model included the patient ID as a random effect. The Kenward-Roger 
approximation was used to estimate the denominator degrees of freedom. P-values were adjusted for the three 
pairwise contrasts between the three groups (Tukey’s single-step multiple comparison procedure). In this post-
hoc analysis, estimates from a total of 27 LMMs are presented (3 [contour-lines] × 3 [layers: ONL, IS, OS] × 3 
[analyses: mITT, PP, fellow eyes]).

As an additional quality-control of the OCT segmentation, we performed an OCT-based analysis of the effect 
of pegcetacoplan on RPE-atrophy progression rates in analogy to the autofluorescence-based analysis in the 
original  publication14. The change in square-root-transformed RPE-atrophy area from baseline was the dependent 
variable. The treatment arm (pegcetacoplan monthly, pegcetacoplan EOM, and pooled sham), baseline square-
root-transformed RPE-atrophy area, visit (month 2, 6, 12, 18), and the treatment arms by visit interaction and 
the sqrt-baseline-area by visit interaction were included as the fixed effects. The model included the patient ID 
as a random effect. In addition, a Bland–Altman analysis was performed to compare the OCT and FAF  data71.

Data availability
Original data will be shared from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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